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Seismology of planet hosting stars with SONG
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Planets around `retired A-stars’

• Larger
• More massive
• Spectral line 

broadening

Planet search around 
`retired A-stars’
(Johnson et al. 2006)

Johnson et al. (2007a,b) found increased 
planet occurrence, but fewer short-period 
planets towards more massive stars.

Lloyd (2011) disputed stellar mass determinations 
of the Johnson et al. retired A-star sample. 

Masses could be (up to) 50% lower. 
Retired G-dwarfs!

• Smaller
• Less massive
• Thinner 

spectral lines

Use asteroseismology to measure 
masses of ‘retired A-star’ sample.

Spectroscopy + stellar 
model grids to determine 
stellar mass



Solar-like oscillations in red giants
Standing sound waves (p modes)
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Observing oscillation modes

Light is red/blue shifted
(Doppler effect) Brightness variation

Frequency

Sound 
speed

Interior 
properties
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T One `retired A-star’ observed by Kepler

In question 1 3 4
Johnson et al. (2014)

Hjoerringgaard et al. (2017)

AsteroseismologyThis is only one star!
A clear need for an ensample: Are the masses 
of the retired A-stars generally overestimated?
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Use the SONG `network’

Tenerife

Frandsen et al. (2002) Stello et al. (2006)

La Silla: Single site observations
strong aliasing! 

νmax easy 
∆ν hard ?

ξHya (giant)
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Use the SONG `network’

Tenerife

Frandsen et al. (2002) Stello et al. (2006)

La Silla: Single site observations
strong aliasing! 

νmax easy 

ξHya (giant)

FT

From La Silla ξHya data:  5-10 day observations gives σ(νmax) ~ 10-20%. 

Robust conclusions on mass controversy if we observe 5-10 stars.
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Our planet-hosting targets 
SONG data
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1.15 < V < 6.0
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Why are the νmax estimates too high?
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Why are the νmax estimates too high?

νmax,pre too high by 15-20%

If Teff is 100-150K too high     No νmax disagreement.
But our Teff agrees with interferometry (White et al. )

So not very likely (but more interferometry please)
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Why are the νmax estimates too high?

νmax,pre too high by 15-20%
But our Teff agrees with interferometry (White et al. )

So not very likely (but more interferometry please)

[Fe/H] have only a small effect     Unlikely reason!
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Why are the νmax estimates too high?

νmax,pre too high by 15-20%
But our Teff agrees with interferometry (White et al. )

So not very likely (but more interferometry please)

[Fe/H] have only a small effect     Unlikely reason!

νmax relation good to 3-4% (EBs, Gaulme et al. 2016, and 
interferometric test, Huber et al. 2012)

Gaia DR2 seems to confirm this (Zinn et al. in prep).
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Why are the νmax estimates too high?

νmax,pre too high by 15-20%
But our Teff agrees with interferometry (White et al. )

So not very likely (but more interferometry please)

[Fe/H] have only a small effect     Unlikely reason!

νmax relation good to 3-4% (EBs, Gaulme et al. 2016, and 
interferometric test, Huber et al. 2012)

Is the adopted spectroscopic mass 15-20% too high?

Gaia DR2 seems to confirm this (Zinn et al. in prep).

If Teff is 100-150K too high     No νmax disagreement.
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Why are the νmax estimates too high?

νmax,pre too high by 15-20%
But our Teff agrees with interferometry (White et al. )

So not very likely (but more interferometry please)

[Fe/H] have only a small effect     Unlikely reason!

νmax relation good to 3-4% (EBs, Gaulme et al. 2016, and 
interferometric test, Huber et al. 2012)

Is the adopted spectroscopic mass 15-20% too high?

If Teff is 100-150K too high     No νmax disagreement.

Spectroscopic masses of planet-hosting 
`retired A-stars’ are 15-20% too high! 
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Gaia DR2 seems to confirm this (Zinn et al. in prep).

Stello et al. 2017
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K2: A new opportunity catching retired A-stars

Campante et al. (2017); North et al. (2017):
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K2: A new opportunity catching retired A-stars

Campante et al. (2017); North et al. (2017):

Conclusions: No significant offset between 
spectroscopic and seismic masses!!!
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K2, North et al. (2017)
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K2, North et al. (2017)
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More SONG data: 2018 season

K2, North et al. (2017)
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New targets for 2018:
Spec. Interferometry

• 24 Sex 5069K 4908K
• HD 167042 5028K 5013K
• (HD 180314) 
• HD 192699
• HD 200964
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New targets for 2018:
Spec. Interferometry

• 24 Sex 5069K 4908K
• HD 167042 5028K 5013K
• (HD 180314) 
• HD 192699
• HD 200964

Sai Prathyusha: 
Prathyusha et al. (in prep.)
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New targets for 2018:
Spec. Interferometry

• 24 Sex 5069K 4908K
• HD 167042 5028K 5013K
• (HD 180314) 
• HD 192699
• HD 200964

Sai Prathyusha: 
Prathyusha et al. (in prep.)

SONG, Prathyusha et al. (in prep)



Summary

• Mspec of our retired A-star sample seems 15-20% too high                  
(source: Exoplanet Orbit Database, mostly Mortier et al. 2013 for our sample).

• Mspec - Mseis offset is mass dependent (only Mspec > 1.6Msun discrepant).

• Teff systematics does not seems like the obvious culprit…but more 
interferometry is welcomed.

• No indication that νmax relation is off by 15-20%.
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…but we are looking forward to TESS in 2019, and the 
new SONG-Australia node



Summary

• Mspec of our retired A-star sample seems 15-20% too high                  
(source: Exoplanet Orbit Database, mostly Mortier et al. 2013 for our sample).

• Mspec - Mseis offset is mass dependent (only Mspec > 1.6Msun discrepant).

• Teff systematics does not seems like the obvious culprit…but more 
interferometry is welcomed.

• No indication that νmax relation is off by 15-20%.

…but we are looking forward to TESS in 2019 , and the 
new SONG-Australia node

Thank you!
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